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sometimes i see you
u r so happy when im around
then u change yo mind and look at me
like i let u down
u used to return phone calls
visited me often
something's changed its not the same
i just dont know

now i dont understand u
why u do the things u do
i never know
been through this a time or two
dont wanna feel like this no more

if i ask a question
u ask the same question
why don't u answer
instead of all this back and forth
here we go again
both of us pullin
in different directions
in a game of tug of war
why u keep fightin
so hard to be right when
it doesnt matter
tell me what we fightin for
you bout to loose me
and im gone be lonely so why do we both keep
pullin in this tug of war

holdin on to u
is like im gambling my heart
if i let go
i will fall
hard
i'll hurt myself ooh
never forget who
let go of me
and never said im sorry boo
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now i dont understand u
why u do the things u do
i never know
been through this a time or two
dont wanna feel like this no more

if i ask a question
u ask the same question
why don't u answer
instead of all this back and forth
here we go again
both of us pullin
in different directions
in a game of tug of war
why u keep fightin
so hard to be right when
it doesnt matter
tell me what we fightin for
you bout to loose me
and im gone be lonely so why do we both keep
pullin in this tug of war

let's hold on or move on together
do what it takes to make it better
if u keep one end i will give in
or we let go then we both win

if i ask a question
u ask the same question
why don't u answer
instead of all this back and forth
here we go again
both of us pullin
in different directions
in a game of tug of war
why u keep fightin
so hard to be right when
it doesnt matter
tell me what we fightin for
you bout to loose me
and im gone be lonely so why do we both keep
pullin in this tug of war
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